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Item . Will and Testament: A Fragment of 
Biography

A short story by Anthony Burgess. 
With eight multicolor screenprints and a 
letterpress ornament on the title page by Joe Tilson. 
Enclosed in an oak box with five decorative 
panels by the artist on the lid. 
 pages. . x . cm. .

Another Deluxe Book
Bruno Herlitzka at the Marlborough Galleria d’Arte in Rome contacted me
in February  about the possibility of collaborating on another deluxe
book. The Borges/Pomodoro project had been such an enormous artistic
and financial success for the gallery thlo-res.at he was hoping we could put
together something similar that would be equally rewarding. Remembering
that I had once mentioned in passing that Anthony Burgess had offered to
send me an original manuscript, Bruno thought I should pursue him for a
text. Carla Panicali, the director of the gallery, and he would concentrate on
getting one of their artists – Francis Bacon was their first choice – to illus-
trate it. Both Burgess and Bacon were very marketable in Italy. I wrote to
Bacon in March , suggesting a collaboration.

Anthony Burgess
I met Anthony in New York in the late s, having been introduced to
him by Robert Gottlieb, who at that time was the head of Alfred A. Knopf.
Even though we had not kept in touch, I wrote to him in May , not 
hesitating to remind him of his earlier offer to send me a manuscript. He
responded by inviting me to visit him in Bracciano, a small town northwest
of Rome, where he was living. He was already familiar with my design work.
He had seen Passions and Ancient Days () by C.P. Cavafy that I had 
designed for The Dial Press at Edmund Keeley’s house in . The book’s
design had inspired him to review it for The New York Times. 

In August I went by train to see him, taking along a copy of the Borges/
Pomodoro book to illustrate the type of project I had in mind. Anthony was
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immediately excited about the collaboration, so we started tossing ideas for
the text back and forth. I had read his biography of Shakespeare, as well as
his Shakespearean fantasy, Nothing Like the Sun (), and assumed he
probably had a lot of unused research material left over from these two
works. I wasn’t necessarily looking for another story about Shakespeare, al-
though I did like the idea of having it set in that period, perhaps with
Christopher Marlowe as the principal character. Anthony later wrote A
Dead Man in Deptford (), a novel with Marlowe as the protagonist. Be-
fore leaving, I reiterated that my suggestions were intended only as spring-
boards; the final choice, of course, would be his. As it turned out Anthony
did write another story about Shakespeare. Even though Marlowe is men-
tioned in the story, his role is quite negligible. Will and Testament: A Frag-
ment of Biography became the first text commissioned from a major author
to be published at the PWP.

Will and Testament
One of my favorite parts of the story tells how Shakespeare, despondent 
because he had not been asked to help translate the King James Bible of
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, contrived to insert a cryptogram of his name in the th Psalm, one
of the few that Ben Jonson had secretly given him to versify. In the story,
Shakespeare – who was forty-six years old at the time – changed “tremble,”
the forty-sixth word from the beginning, to “shake,” and “sword,” the forty-
sixth word from the end, to “spear.”

God is our refuge and strength: a very present helpe in, trouble. 
Therefore will not we feare, though the earth be removed:
and though the mountaines be caried into the midst of the sea. 
Though the waters thereof roare and be troubled, 
though the mountaines tremble with the swelling thereof.  shake/
Selah. 

. . .

He maketh warres to cease unto the end of the earth:
hee breaketh the bow, and cutteth the sword in sunder,  spear/
he burneth the chariot in the fire. 
Be stil, and know that I am God: I will bee exalted among the heathen, 
I will be exalted in the earth. The Lord of hosts is with us;
the God of Jacob is our refuge. 
Selah.

I had a difficult time finding a copy of the Bible in English. All of mine were
in Spanish. Then I thought, who in Verona would have an English Bible?
Who else but those pesky Mormon missionaries? I went to where they lived
and knocked on the door. One of them responded from behind the closed
door. I explained in English that I was looking for a copy of the King James
Bible. They told me to go away. Eventually The British Library sent me a
photo print of the page I needed.

Anthony worked incredibly fast. The manuscript needed practically no
editing at all, and most of the words I queried had either been invented by
the author or were archaic. There was enough Post Mediaeval type to set
only sixteen pages at a time. I sent him the page proofs in installments.
Golda Fishbein installed a telephone in her apartment in the spring of ,
so Anthony could reach me there with any last-minute corrections. It was
only after the whole story had been printed that Anthony – despite what 
we thought had been careful editing on our part – found a textual error. 
He had inadvertently switched Francis Beaumont’s and John Fletcher’s 
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surnames, and, to make matters worse, the type for these pages had already
been redistributed. We could reset and reprint the four-page signature, but
Anthony said it wasn’t worth the trouble. Inventive as always, and taking
the problem completely in his stride, he composed an erratum in the form
of a seventeenth-century riddle/epigraph. 

Confounde Fayrhill & Arrowman (as they be 
oft confounded); let Iohn Benson lay brickes
& Ianglespurre lay egges on his Warwickshire
dungheape. There is more honest bawdrie
in the Word of God.

Giue You Good Den My Maisters
, ..

The mix-up in surnames can be found in the second line on page  of
the PWP edition. Fortunately there was a blank leaf in the front matter I
could use for the errata. I had reserved two pages for a rather byzantine
introductory note I had written, the tone of which was somewhat remi-
niscent of Walter Hamady’s rambling Perishable Press colophons. When I
replaced my introductory note with Anthony’s errata, I definitively put an
end to my self-indulgent practice of tacking my own words onto another
author’s text.

Looking for the Right Artist
From the beginning the quest for an artist did not progress smoothly. Carla
and Bruno had not been able to convince Bacon to illustrate the book. He
claimed, not untruthfully, that he was a painter, not a printmaker. I started
following other leads. My association with Arnaldo Pomodoro had brought
me into contact with the directors of many prestigious art galleries through-
out the world. One of these was Brigitte de Almeida Lopes, director of the
Swiss affiliate of the Marlborough conglomerate of galleries. Carla Panicali
had introduced us at an art fair in Basel, and I occasionally visited Brigitte
in Zurich. She, too, had had great success selling the Borges/Pomodoro
book, so she was now anxious to help me find an artist for the Burgess text,
hoping I would select one she represented. In particular, she championed
Fernando Botero, a Colombian artist whose work I greatly admired, but I
felt that only an English artist could really do justice to this text. I had an
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ulterior motive for not wanting to use Botero for this project: I was saving
him, hoping some day to bring him together with Julio Cortázar, another
Argentine author I wanted to publish.

Getting Away from Giorgio Vigna
I needed a little time away from Giorgio (Giorgiolino) Vigna, so early in
October , just a few months after returning from Turkey, Golda and I
went to England for a few days – the first of several trips I would take before
this project was completed. Golda and I set aside one day to call on John
and Rosalind Randle at the Whittington Press in Andoversford. I had seen
a notice somewhere that John was offering printing workshops, and I
wanted to see firsthand what they were about, since I was seriously consid-
ering signing up for one. While I enjoyed the visit immensely, I was disap-
pointed to find that John didn’t have much to offer me in the way of
expertise on the handpress. He had a young apprentice named Tim Jollands,
whom I lusted after and tried to entice to come to Verona. I also visited the
St. Bride Printing Library, where I met Peter VanWingen, who much later
would help me get started on my book Nineteenth-Century Printing Practices
and the Iron Handpress. 

Joe Tilson
My main mission in England, however, was to talk to Anthony Reichardt at
Marlborough Fine Art in London. Even though he had not been able to
change Bacon’s mind, Tony remained enthusiastic about a collaboration and
suggested several other artists the gallery represented, including Graham
Sutherland and Victor Pasmore. Another of their artists was Joe Tilson,
whose work very much appealed to me. 

I didn’t meet Joe until the following June, but after I returned to Verona,
we were frequently in touch by phone, which was a source of amazement
to Joe, because I didn’t install a telephone at the PWP until . Normally,
long-distance calls had to be placed through the switchboard at either the
phone company’s downtown office or the train station, but that was before
I found a way to make free calls. Golda was employed by the Italian tele-
phone company to teach English to its international operators. When she
had her appendix removed in December , I substituted for her. I had
the operators practice placing overseas calls from the “live” phones on their



desks. Later, when I was no longer teaching, all I had to do was go to a public
phone, dial the operator, and ask for one of my former students, who would
then connect me anywhere in the world. The first call I made to Joe was in
March . Just before settling on him, I was making calls around the globe
trying to track down David Hockney, who had once said he would be in-
terested in collaborating with me on a project. Even with all the help from
the phone company, I never did get through to Hockney. 

Joe frequently came to central Italy to work at his country home. Long
after this book was finished, the Tilson family continued to stop off for a
few days in Verona on their way to and from Cortona. At the time Joe was
probably a better choice in terms of the book’s commercial success than 
either Bacon or Hockney, because he was represented by Studio Marconi in
Milan and the Marlborough Galleria d’Arte in Rome, and his work sold just
as well in Italy as it did in England. Ironically, however, I ended up publish-
ing this book without any financial support from either of these galleries. 

Financing the Project Myself
Instead of arranging to give the galleries a very low price on the books in
exchange for payment in advance, as I had done with the Borges/Pomodoro
book (on which I ultimately lost money), I decided to forego the advance
payment and sell the books upon publication at the regular gallery discount.
This was perfectly acceptable to the galleries, but no one foresaw the changes
that would occur before publication. Joe left Marconi soon after the printing
started, and the Marlborough galleries were involved in a huge international
art scandal. Neither gallery ordered a single copy. Having gone into the proj-
ect believing that I would again have their support, I wasn’t prepared to fi-
nance it alone. I got deeper and deeper into debt, some of which I was still
paying off long after the Press closed. I swore I would never publish another
deluxe book. I could neither afford the costs nor manage the stress associ-
ated with producing such expensive books.

PWP Fabriano Paper
Hoping to avoid the problems I experienced with the paper on the Borges/
Pomodoro book, I decided to commission Fabriano to make a paper appro -
priate for handpress printing. The sheet was based on a pre-war paper I had
seen at the mill on my first trip to Fabriano in . At the end of November
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, and at a cost of ,, I ordered two thousand sheets watermarked with
the PWP pressmark in one corner, more than enough paper for several PWP
editions. I always referred to it as Fabriano PWP paper. Even though it was a
beautiful sheet, it required a little extra handling. Before the paper could be
dampened, it had to be candled for embedded pieces of iron, grit, and undis-
solved granules of sizing in to prevent damaging the type during printing.

The first thing I did on my next trip to England in mid-June , 
accompanied by Giorgiolino, was to visit Joe in London. Together we de-
livered enough sheets of the paper for proofing to Christopher Prater, Joe’s
screenprinter at Kelpra Studio, where the prints were going to be editioned. 

Later that week we stayed a few days with Joe and his wife Jos at their
home in Wiltshire, where Joe and I discussed the project in more detail. I
gave him a small mock-up of the book. Like Anthony, Joe used my sugges-
tions only as a point of departure. Neither had interpreted my ideas literally,
but both respected the essence of my suggestions. Whenever I commis-
sioned a text or illustrations, I tried to be as explicit as possible about what
I envisioned without making the author or artist feel unduly constrained.
Joe’s illustrations were perfect for this book. They had all the intrigue of the
early seventeenth century and his own modern word games complemented
the playful spirit of Anthony’s text. 

A Visit to the Burgesses in Monte Carlo
In February  I travelled by train to Monte Carlo to deliver three post-
dated  checks still due Anthony for his story. He lost the second and
third checks, but eventually found them buried in the clutter of his living
room/studio. Anthony was away during my visit, and Liana didn’t know
how to cook. Their son, Andrea, who worked in a local restaurant, did all
the cooking for them, but unfortunately he was at work. I looked through
the cupboards and found enough foodstuffs to put together a pasta. I always
felt sorry for Andrea. Poor boy, he had to be the adult in his dysfunctional
family. He eventually committed suicide.  

Editioning the Illustrations
Back in London a third time in November  to pick up the finished
prints, I discovered that Chris had misinterpreted Joe’s layouts and imposed
the six images in such a way that the two blanks on the sheet were out of
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sequence. Like Pomodoro, Joe came up with a solution to turn a potential
problem into an asset. Rather than reprint the whole job, Joe offered to fill
these blanks with two new illustrations. Even though this meant I would
have to modify the layout slightly, it solved the immediate problem and sal-
vaged the paper that would have been lost if Chris had had to start over
again from scratch. 

Printing this book was a long, drawn-out ordeal. After Giorgiolino and
I broke up early in the summer of , we rarely saw each other. In a some-
what depressed mood I continued to work alone at the press the rest of that
summer and fall, setting the type for the new book and finishing up the
printing of The Emperor’s Lion. 

There was a slight possibility that Roberto (Robertino) Gatti, a friend
from Venice who had some printing and binding experience, would come
to work with me at the Press that October. We had been friends for several
years, and I liked him very much. He and Bob Frontier, an American, had
been partners in the Legatoria Piazzesi, a stationery boutique and bindery
in Venice. Bob had recently been killed in an automobile accident in which
Robertino had been the driver. He wanted to leave Venice to get away from
the accusations of Bob’s friends. 

Roberto Gatti
In September Robertino joined me for a few weeks in Belgium, where we
worked at the Centrum Frans Masereel, a state-run printmaking facility in
the village of Kasterlee near Antwerp. Remi de Cnodder, an art critic I had
met in Diano Marina, thought the Centrum might be interested in adding
a typographic module to its program. It turned out to be a rather imprac-
tical idea, but I did learn a lot about pulling etchings and printing litho-
graphs. Though I had a formula for author’s fees, I hadn’t yet established
one for artists. Remi made many suggestions that turned out to be imprac-
tical for private press books. He thought in terms of editions of prints,
which demanded higher prices than books illustrated with original graph-
ics. In June  I offered Joe , (British pounds), but Remi said that
was not enough. To this day I am not sure now how much I paid Joe for
the prints.

Robertino and I got along very well – so well that I began fantasizing
about our future together. However he wasn’t quite ready to take such a big
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step. He needed a little more time before committing himself to a move to
Verona. In the interim an event took place that completely changed the
course of the PWP: the arrival  on the scene of another young man.

Alessandro Zanella
Shortly after my return from Belgium, I began to notice a new young man
wandering around the neighborhood, usually pushing a bicycle. He had a
wild mop of hair and piercing blue eyes. I was often tempted to engage him
in a conversation, but the moment never seemed appropriate. Then one day
in mid-October, there was a knock at my door, and the same young man,
Alessandro Zanella, introduced himself. He had recently been discharged
from the army and was interested in printing books. He had applied to the
Istituto Superiore Industrie Artistiche at Urbino, which included a School
for the Book in its curriculum, but he had been rejected. Since it was now
too late to take the entrance examinations for another school, he had sought
out Jacques Vernière in hopes of finding an apprenticeship in his studio.
Jacques was no longer printing books, so he sent Alessandro to me. 

Alessandro’s eagerness to learn and his dedication to the craft were 
evident from the beginning, but his arrival didn’t mesh well with my own
schedule, since I would be leaving for the States in late December. I had been
invited to be a guest lecturer in the Graduate School of Library Service at
the University of Alabama for the  spring semester. 

The Decision to Take Alessandro with Me to Alabama
Even though it would be for only a couple of months, I agreed to take
Alessandro on until the end of December. The more we worked together,
however, the more convinced I was that he might just be the catalyst needed
to get the Press operating on a more professional level. Working alone I
spent far too much time sitting around in cafés procrastinating, or commit-
ting to projects that could never be realized. I didn’t want to run the risk of
losing Alessandro during my absence. Even though we had only worked to-
gether for such a short time, I suggested that he accompany me to Alabama,
where he would have an opportunity to expand his printing skills in the
university’s typographic laboratory. There was another motive, a selfish one:
I had developed a terrible crush on him the moment I first laid eyes on him
in the street. We left for New York a few days after Christmas.
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Extra Help at the Press
In October Mark Fishbein also helped set the Burgess text, but the only steady
helper I had had before Alessandro’s arrival was Fausto Daolio, the son of the
porter at via Duomo, . Beginning in November Fausto worked half days at
the Press setting the text. He had been trained as a typesetter and was there-
fore very helpful around the studio. Luckily for the PWP Fausto had recently
been inducted into the army and was awaiting his travel orders, so no one
wanted to hire him. Fausto stayed on until Alessandro and I left for the States.

Overextending Myself
During this period I was even more overextended than usual, which com-
plicated not only projects but personal relationships. One of the worst messes
I got myself into involved Marcello Fornaro. Even though Marcello was an
excellent binder and we had always gotten along well, I couldn’t take any more
work to him because I still owed him a lot of money for the Borges/Po-
modoro binding. A couple of days before Alessandro and I were to leave for
the States, Marcello came by my studio with a “dealer” who wanted to buy
more than a dozen copies of the book as an investment. We worked out a fa-
vorable price, and they took the books away. Marcello was to bring a certified
check the next day, less the amount that he felt was still due him. Hopefully
there would be enough left over to pay my debt with my other major creditor,
Fabriano. The mill was pressing me for the balance I still owed. I was so anx-
ious to settle these debts that I didn’t see Marcello’s action for what it was, a
scam. When he didn’t show up with the check at the appointed hour, I called
him. He told me he was going to hold the books ransom until I paid him.
What could I do on such short notice? I was leaving the next day. I immedi-
ately rushed to Sandro Sartori, one of my lawyer friends, who called Marcello
and threatened him with a lawsuit if he didn’t return the books that very day.
Sandro worked out a deal with Marcello, who got to keep a certain number
of the books at cost to cancel my debt; then Sandro convinced Fabriano to
wait for its money until I got back from the States. Thus, I lost two valuable
resources – a binder and a paper mill – because of my own mismanagement.

In addition to Sartori I had several mentors who were continually bailing
me out whenever I got into trouble. They included my dentist, Alessandro
Megi ghian; my radiologist, Antonio Squassabia; and my neurologist, Renato
DaPian.
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My First Visit to Alabama
My first visit to Alabama in  was an enormous success and resulted in
the school offering me an adjunct faculty position. I would be expected to
teach every other spring in Alabama and offer workshops in Europe during
the alternate summers. My proposal for a full-fledged book arts program
was approved by the faculty in May  during my second visit. This pro-
gram was eventually developed into the first Master of Fine Arts in the Book
Arts Program in the States.

Printing the Book
Back in Verona in May I realized that because of Alessandro’s precise
nature and his ability to quickly apply what he learned, he would soon
be an invaluable asset to the Press. At the same time, as he became more
involved in the production of the Burgess/Tilson book, he saw a potential
career in printing evolving for himself. Perhaps there was after all a fu-
ture for us together as printers. For the time being, however, we set
everything else aside and concentrated on getting the book printed. Be-
cause none of the illustrations were printed together on the same sheets
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with the text, we could print the text without having the illustrations on
hand.

The book was printed in quarto, and because of the full pages of type, it
required, I am sure, some of the most devilish and complicated makereadies
in the entire history of printing. I often forgot that cast-iron handpresses
were never intended for fine printing, and they have a way of constantly
frustrating anyone who is a perfectionist. 

Again Golda beautifully lettered the title, which was printed in a rich
brown ink. In April  we discovered the Lefranc & Bourgeois letterpress
inks, which were available in a wide range of colors. We used one of them
for the second color. These inks were sold in two-inch tubes in most art sup-
ply stores. One of the benefits of hand inking is that it consumes a relatively
small amount of ink, and there is practically no waste. Perhaps my only real
misgiving with this book was the black ink. I had exhausted my supply of
Mandlik’s Special Black  L’press ink, which I had used for the PWP edi-
tions already printed in Verona. The new Mandlik ink, which was made in
Canada, was not as heavily pigmented, which accounts for the grayness of
the text pages. I tried other inks without much success, and at one point I
made several suggestions to Daniel Smith, the inkmaker, to help him in his
effort to develop a new ink for the handpress. The result, however, was dis-
appointing; his ink was too grainy and insufficiently stiff for hand-inking. 

Syndi Beth Master
One of the godsends in those hectic days was the presence of Syndi Beth
Master, who as a student had worked with William Everson at the Lime Kiln
Press at the University of California at Santa Cruz. She first wrote to me in
April  about an apprenticeship at the Press. Unfortunately, by the time
she arrived in September , we were between projects. Even though she
didn’t have an opportunity to do any printing, she put her organizational
skills to work to restructure the Press financially. She also saw us through
the difficult chore of filling out progress reports for the National Endow-
ment for the Arts grant that I had been awarded in June . 

The Arrival of the Burgesses
We finished the printing early in the fall, and by the beginning of October
, we were ready for Anthony Burgess and Joe Tilson to converge on



Joe Tilson in the red room at via Duomo, , Verona, Italy, .
(Photo by RGR, courtesy of PWP Archives.)

Anthony Burgess and Syndi Beth Master at an al fresco lunch, Verona,
Italy, . (Photo by RGR, courtesy of PWP Archives.)
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Verona to sign the colophon pages. On the appointed day Golda, Alessandro,
and I were waiting around for the Burgesses to arrive. We had put them up
at the Albergo Due Torri, Verona’s most luxurious hotel, which was estab-
lished in  and hosted many luminaries, including Mozart and Goethe.
It was just a few blocks from the studio. When they didn’t show up, we walked
down the street toward the hotel, talking about the influx of gypsies in Verona.
Instead of gypsies, I realized that it was the Burgess family approaching. 
I said, “There they are.” Coming toward us was a disheveled trio, Anthony,
Liana, and their son Andrea. Liana was wearing what looked like house slip-
pers and a sateen bathrobe. They all had wind-tossed hair. Later I observed
that she had the dirtiest fingernails I had ever seen on a civilized woman. 



Anthony Burgess signing the colophon pages, accompanied by Liana
and Andrea, in the red room at via Duomo, , Verona, Italy, .
(Photo by RGR, courtesy of PWP Archives.)
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We met up with Joe Tilson and Caroline Michahelles, a collector friend who
had come to Verona from Florence for the signing. We all went to lunch, 
including the children and Syndi Beth, and then back to the studio to sign
the colophon pages. 

Signing the Colophon Pages
The signing went without incident, although Anthony did threaten to draw
a gun with his name coming out of the barrel on the colophon page intended
for the Dallas Public Library. That library later canceled its tentative order,
but Anthony must have only talked about drawing the gun because there is
no “smoking gun” on the Dallas colophon that ended up in the PWP
Archives. Lauren Fishbein reminded me that Anthony also signed a colo -



Left to right: Ernie Lehmann, Golda Fishbein, and Richard Minsky at
a restaurant in Sirmione, Italy, . (Photo by RGR, courtesy of 
PWP Archives.)
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phon for The New York Public Library with a lion, and two others with calli-
graphic flourishes, one with A and B music notations and another in Arabic.

Once the book was finished, Anthony presented a copy to Princess Grace
of Monaco on behalf of us both. He mentioned having breakfasted with the
Princess, during which corn flakes were served from the box. I was disillu-
sioned to learn that the royal breakfast had not been more elegant. 

Searching for a New Binder
Since it was no longer possible to work with Marcello, I needed to find
another binder for this book. It was not going to be easy. I knew of no
one else in Verona with Marcello’s skills. From the start I had dreamed of
adding a bindery as an integral part of the Press. It was the only sure way
to assure that PWP books would be bound according to my exacting
specifications.

I had heard of the binding workshops at the Center for Book Arts in
New York, so on our way back to Verona from Alabama in May, Alessandro
and I sought out Richard Minsky, the center’s director. We told him of our
desire to operate our own bindery. He had been training young people in
edition binding for several years and thought a binder-in-residence program
at the PWP would be an excellent opportunity for binders who wanted to
develop their edition-binding skills. He offered to personally help us set up
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a bindery in Verona if we would pay his expenses, which we agreed to do.
Some people might say that Minsky had simply scammed us into giving him
a free trip to Italy. Minsky wrote in June that he could come in September.

Meanwhile, in preparation for Minsky’s visit, Alessandro and I decided
to turn the former marbling studio at Ponte Pietra into a bindery. The first
pieces of equipment we bought were a large standing press, which came
from the printmaking studio around the corner, and a board cutter. When
Minsky, in his threadbare green velvet trousers, flew into Rome instead of
Milan, and drove a rental car non-stop to Verona ( kilometers, about
 miles), we should have known then that we were dealing with a mad
man. His visit consisted of nothing more than a series of very expensive
wild-goose chases. Our relationship with Minsky and company was one of
the most regrettable of all PWP collaborations.

A personal regret in my relationship with Minsky was that we were
sleeping together in the loft of my apartment because Frank and Barbara
Alweis, American friends visiting from Le Barroux in the south of France,
were staying in the red room. Horny as always, I was drawn into having
mediocre sex with him. 

NEA Grant
We had hired Minsky’s students on the strength of my NEA grant, which
was awarded in June , even though I had yet to receive any funds from
it. In my application I proposed to continue and expand my activities as a
handpress printer. I would also use the funds to buy additional equipment
and foundry type and handmade paper. Many of my projects had been 
delayed as much as a year for lack of them. 

Fortunately Ben Meiselman, a very supportive patron of the Press who
lived in New York, advanced the money to the binders so they could buy
their tickets and depart on schedule. Minsky’s students, Randolph Hunt and
Mary Jane Etherington, arrived in Verona by train on a sunny fall day 
in late November , laden with so many heavy suitcases – filled with 
adhesives, tools, etc. – and enormous rolls of leather, cloth, and paper that
Alessandro, Lauren, Mark, and I had a hard time getting all of their belong-
ings off the train before it departed for Venice. 

Randy and Mary Jane immediately began to put the Ponta Pietra bindery
in order. They stayed temporarily in a locanda near the Arena, the Roman
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amphitheater, and then in the Hotel Alla Posta before we found an apart-
ment for them on via Cappello.

Selecting the Leather for the Binding
Early in January  Randy and I made a trip to the Conceria Cecchi in
Pescia to select the hides for the binding. The tannery, which had once been
a nunnery, looked like something out of a Frankenstein movie: there
seemed to be miles of eerie underground vaults and passageways. On the
day of our visit, the tannery appeared to be abandoned – there weren’t any
workers around except Sergio Bartolini, the manager, who didn’t give the
impression that he belonged there. As we circled the huge vats where the
hides were being cured, hidden under a scum of Argentine bark, we ex-
pected at any moment to see a partially decomposed hand float to the sur-
face. The rustic hides we ordered, however, added a great deal of “period”
charm to the book. 

Randy and I stayed at Caroline Michahelles’s villa in Florence. We slept
in a freezing cold attic room. Our bodies were touching most of the night,
and while Randy was deep in sleep, I put my hand on his limp cock. David
Hockney had made a beautiful nude drawing of Randy – a protégé of Henry
Geldzahler’s – which had roused my curiosity. Before we climbed the stairs
to the attic, Caroline took me aside and said, “Stay away from that boy; 
he’s bad news.”

Binding the Book
Alessandro and I had developed a very good relationship with Francesco
Graziani, the book restorer at Verona’s Biblioteca Capitolare, the oldest con-
tinuously operating library in the world. Francesco was able to help Randy
and Mary Jane with the basic construction of the book. Even though we
were extremely patient and didn’t want to rush them, by early February 
we were beginning to get a little concerned about their lack of progress. By
then they had been working in the bindery for three months, and we had
yet to see a prototype. Once we did we had to wait another month for the
first bound copy. The grant money was running out. If we didn’t have some
books to deliver soon, we would go broke. It finally became clear that we
had made a mistake, and in May, Randy and Mary Jane parted company
with the PWP. They had completed only about twenty of the eighty-six
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copies in seven months. One of the problems was that they were moon-
lighting instead of working full time on our project. We learned that they
were taking on private commissions and making blank books for Giorgi-
olino, often with our materials, to earn extra money. Another problem was
their tortured relationship with each other.

Changing Binders
In September I asked Carol Joyce if she would be interested in coming to
Verona to finish binding the edition. She arrived in October  and stayed
on through January . I had met Carol in September , when she
had dropped by unexpectedly at the via Duomo studio. I liked her enthusi-
asm and straightforwardness, but unfortunately we were already committed
to Randy and Mary Jane, so we weren’t able to offer her anything at the PWP.
Carol was an extremely conscientious and diligent worker, eager to make
all of the books she bound structurally sound – sometimes too sound for
my taste. If we disagreed on anything, it would be the aesthetics of binding
structures. I think if we had worked together a little longer, I could have
brought her around to my more “fragile” concept of binding. 

By the time Carol arrived in Verona, both the studio and the bindery had
been relocated catty-corner from each other in the side courtyard. The stand-
ing press we had purchased for the bindery at Ponte Pietra was left behind.
Carol had to run back and forth between the bindery and the pressroom every
time she needed to use our standing press. Under these taxing conditions she
managed to bind several more copies, taking the balance back with her to
New York, where she eventually finished the edition.

The Box
The box for this book created another set of problems. Renzo Oliboni had
made the boxes with a cabinetmaker’s precision out of Romanian oak. We
overlooked the fact that his work was more exact than Randy’s, and so a few
adjustments had to be made to some of the boxes to accommodate the books.
We finished the boxes in our studio, where we oiled and lined them.

Embellishing the Boxes and Covers
Five small wooden panels had to be inset in each lid, but first Joe needed to
wood burn them with decorative elements. In the dead of winter in Decem-



The box and cover for Will and Testament: A Fragment of Biography. (Courtesy of the 
University of Oregon Libraries.)
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ber , I decided to take the more than six hundred panels to Joe in Wilt-
shire. I was already having a lot of trouble with my back, and handling the
two suitcases full of panels was a real ordeal. When the train pulled into
Verona, the PWP crew got me settled into a compartment, which I was shar-
ing with a young Scotswoman named Jennifer Gray, who was on her way
home for the holidays. Jennifer came to my rescue at the next station. I couldn’t
lift the suitcases, so she carried them for me. Thank God for strong women.

Once I arrived in Wiltshire, the enormity of the project became apparent,
and Joe, as had Barton Lidicé Beneš years before, realized that he was not
up to the task. He wasn’t about to wood burn five hundred panels and stencil
two names – letter by letter – on another hundred. I ended up bringing the
panels back to Verona – plus the electric branding iron, the brands, and a
stencil kit. Alessandro and I eventually branded the panels ourselves, and
Christopher Borden, the last PWP apprentice, finished what was left of the
coloring and stenciling just before the PWP closed in . Alessandro and
I also had to fire-brand the labyrinth on the book cover because none of
the binders dared to do it for fear of ruining the book. Mark Fishbein
screenprinted the same labyrinth on the prospectus, which was printed
commercially.



Left to right: Hadassah Brooks, Gabriel, and Cristina Zucca at Cristina’s
summer house, Panarea, Italy, . (Photo by Golda Fishbein, courtesy
of PWP Archives.)

One time we got lost and I went into a roadside bar for directions. I was wear-
ing a large straw hat and a gauze kaftan. They gave me directions in the Si-
cilian dialect, which I barely understood. On my way out one of the patrons
turned to me and asked, “Where you from?” With a flip of my head I replied,
“Hollywood.”

A Fancy Dinner in Florence
Caroline Michahelles gave a party for Anthony Burgess at her villa in Flo-
rence in January . I was invited to co-host because she had originally
met Anthony through me. Caroline redecorated her dining room in orange,
and there were marvelous bouquets of bright orange calendulas everywhere
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A Much-Deserved Getaway
Even though we had not finished the printing by August, Alessandro went to
Sardinia for two weeks with his girlfriend Antonia, and I kept the studio open
while he was away. After he returned, I went to Naples, Panarea, and Sicily
with Golda Fishbein and Hadassah Brooks for the first two weeks in Septem-
ber. In Panarea we stayed with Hadassah’s friend Cristina Zucca in a primitive
native house, where we feasted on freshly caught fish every day. From there
we travelled to Sicily, and Hadassah and I climbed to the top of Mount Etna. 



–intimations of A Clockwork Orange (). In Verona Anthony had told
her explicitly that it was his least favorite novel. I don’t know why she 
ignored his request. The party was very elegant. There were two tables of
special guests for dinner, followed by more people invited for coffee and
drinks. I’ll never forget watching Anthony as he talked to the curious guests,
switching effortlessly between English and Italian. He had a way of moving
forward while answering their questions, gradually herding the huddled
crowd of listeners into a corner. Then turning abruptly he would abandon
them, leaving them speechless. 

Gabriel in Sicily, . (Photographer unknown, courtesy of PWP
Archives.)
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Mark Livingston’s Review of the Book in Fine Print
Possibly the single most unpleasant memory associated with this book was
Mark Livingston’s negative review in the July  issue of Fine Print. Aside
from the fact that the price quoted in the review was  more than the
actual price of ,, Livingston made the following observation:

Born into the Imperial Easter Egg succession of the book world – 
neither much advancing nor injuring the common generations of
printers and readers – it stands off, as point of reference, marking one
extreme of the scale. Seen in their least flattering light, such books,
howsoever handsome and graced with original work, are mere totems
of luxury; their high prices seem unethical and ostentatious. Viewed
more indulgently, they may be prized as grand gestures of the printer’s
artifice, wholly freed, for a rarity, from constraints of the marketplace.

Even though Abe Lerner took the opportunity in the January  issue of
Fine Print to reply to Livingston’s review: “All we can ask from [Rummonds]
is beautiful books, well made, in whatever style he chooses as a framework–”
the damage had been done. Other critics of the PWP would eagerly apply
the “Imperial Easter Egg” epithet to put down the Press’s publishing program.
The Burgess/Tilson book did not sell well after the Livingston review. 

Martin Ackerman
Because neither Marlborough nor Marconi had ordered any copies and our
standing-order collectors were not obliged to buy any of the books in the
Deluxe Series, we were left with a larger number of these books in stock. In
October  in an effort to reduce this inventory, I approached Martin S.
Ackerman, head of a New York-based foundation that was buying art books
to donate to libraries. I first became aware of his foundation through its gifts
to the library at the University of Alabama. The aim of the program was ad-
mirable, but in practice Ackerman was buying whole editions at a fraction
of their true value and offering them to potential donors at inflated prices
for which the donors then received a full charitable tax credit. Our markup
at the PWP was only twenty percent, so the large discount Ackerman wanted
would have meant too great a loss. Even though his cash offer was tempting,
I opted to keep the books, eventually selling the last copy in .



Mussels in White Wine and Herbs

Serves 

One of the pleasures of Antwerp was the mussels. I still prepare them the
way they were served in the dockside taverns there.

 pounds live mussels
 cups dry white wine
 ounces shallots, finely chopped
 ounce garlic cloves, finely chopped

½ teaspoon coarse salt
⅓ cup herbs, finely chopped (flat-leaf parsley, chervil, basil, thyme,

winter savory)
 tablespoons unsalted butter

Rinse and scrub mussels under cold running water. Remove the beards. In
a large stockpot over medium heat, combine wine, shallots, garlic, and salt.
Simmer for  minutes. Add mussels. Cover and raise the heat to high. Cook
until mussels open, about  minutes. Stir in the herbs and butter. Remove
from the heat. Discard any mussels that do not open. Divide mussels and
broth into four bowls. Serve with a thinly sliced baguette. 
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